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(S4)Titie: PROJECTION EXPOSURE METHOD AND SYSTEM
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A projection exposure method capable of keeping a liquid (7) filled between a projection optical system (PL) and a wafer (W) even

while the wafer (W) is being moved when a liquid immersion method is used to conduct an exposure, wherein a discharge notzle (21a) and

inflow nozzles (23a, 23b) are disposed so as to hold a lens (4) at the tip end ofthe projection optical system (PL) in an X direction. When the

wafer (W) is moved in a -X direction by an XY stage (10), a liquid (7) controlled to a preset temperature is supplied from a liquid supply

device (5) via a supply pipe (21) and the discharge nozzle (21a) so as to fill the ponion between the lens (4) and the surface of the wafer (W)

and the liquid (7) is recovered from the surface of the wafer (W) by a liquid supply device (6) via a recovery pipe (23) and the inflow nozzles

(23a, 23b), the supply amount and recovery amount of the liquid (7) being regulated according to a moving speed of the wafer (W).
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office ia not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

Technical field this invention relates to the projection exposure method and equipment using the

immersion method in more detail about the projection exposure method used in order to imprint a mask
pattern on a photosensitive substrate at the lithography process for manufacturing devices, such as a

semiconductor device, image pck-up elements (CCD etc.), a liquid crystal display element, or the thin

film magnetic head, and equipment.

Background technology In case a semiconductor device etc. is manufactured, the projection aligner

imprinted to each shot field on the wafers (or glass plate etc.) with which the image of the pattem of the
reticle as a mask was applied to the resist as a photosensitive substrate through the projection optical

system is used. Conventionally, as a projection aligner, although the reduction projection type aligner

(stepper) of a step-and-repeat method was used abundantly, recently, the projection aligner of step -

exposed by carrying out tfie synchronous scan of a reticle and the wafer and - scanning method also

attracts attention.

The resolution of the projection optical system with which the projection aligner is equipped becomes so

high that the numerical aperture ofa projection optical system is so large that the exposure wavelength

to be used becomes short. Therefore, exposure wavelength used by the projection aligner with detailed-

izing of an integrated circuit is short-wavelength-ized every year, and the numerical aperture of a

projection optical system has also been increasing. And alfliough mainstream exposure wavelength is

248nm of a KrF excimer laser, no less than 193nm of the ArF excimer laser of short wavelength is being

put further in practical use now.

Moreover, in case it exposes, the depth of focus (DOF) as well as resolution becomes important.

Resolution R and the depth of focus delta are expressed with the following formulas, respectively.

R=kl and lambda/NA(l)

Delta=k 2 and lambda/NA 2 (2)

Here, the numerical aperture of a projection optical system, and kl and k2 is [ lambda of exposure

wavelength and NA ] process coefficients. (1) In order to raise resolution R, when exposure wavelength

lambda is shortened and numerical aperture NA is enlarged fi'om a fomiula and (2) formulas, a bird

clapper understands the depth of focus delta narrowly. Although conventionally exposed by the

autofocus method by the projection aligner by doubling the front face of a wafer with the image surface

of a projection optical system, for that, the depth of focus delta has a desirable thing large to some
extent. Then, also conventionally, proposals which make the depth of focus large substantially, such as

the phase shift reticle method, deformation illumination, and a multilayer-resist method, are made.

In the conventional projection aligner, the depth of focus is becoming narrow like the above by short-

wavelength-izing of exposure light, and increase of the numerical aperture of a projection optical

system. And since it corresponds to much more high integration of a semiconductor integrated circuit,

the further short wavelength of exposure wavelength is also studied, with this, the depth of focus

becomes narrow too much, and there is a possibility that the margins at the time of exposure operation

may run short.
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Then, it considers as the method of shortening exposure wavelength substantially and making the depth

of focus large, and the inmiersion method is proposed. This expands the depth of focus by about n times

while it fills between the inferior surface oftongue of a projection optical system, and wafer front faces

with liquids, such as water or an organic solvent, and its wavelength of the exposure light in the inside

ofa liquid improves resolution using a bird clapper by 1/n time in air (n is usually 1 .2 to about 1 .6 at the

refractive index of a liquid).

In order that a liquid may come out from between a projection optical system and wafers to the next shot

field in case step movement of the wafer is carried out after ending exposure of one shot field if this

immersion method shall only be applied to the projection aligner of a step-and-repeat method, a liquid

must be supplied again and there is un-arranging [ that recovery of a liquid also becomes difficult ].

Moreover, when applying an immersion method to the projection aligner of step - and - scanning

method temporarily, in order to expose moving a wafer, while moving the wafer, the liquid needs to be
filled between the projection optical system and the wafer.

When an immersion method is applied in view of this point, this invention aims at offering the

projection exposure method which can fill a liquid stably between a projection optical system and a

wafer, even if a projection optical system and a wafer are displaced relatively. Moreover, this invention

aims also at offering the manufacture method of a highly efficient device using the projection aligner

which can enforce such a projection exposure method, tiie efficient manufacture method of this

projection aligner, and such a projection exposure method.

Indication of invention The 1st projection exposure method by this invention In the projection exposure
method which illuminates a mask (R) with an exposure beam and imprints the pattern of the mask (R)

on a substrate (W) through a projection optical system (PL) In case the substrate (W) is moved along the

predetermined direction, a predetermined liquid (7) is poured along the move direction of the substrate

(W) so that between the points and the front faces of a substrate (W) of the optical element (4) by the

side ofthe substrate (W) of the projection optical system (PL) may be filled.

Since according to the 1st projection exposure method of this this invention an immersion method is

applied and between the point of a projection optical system (PL) and substrates (W) is filled with the

liquid,-izing of the wavelength of the exposure light in a substrate front face can be carried out [ short

wavelength ] 1/n time (n is the refractive index of a liquid) of the wavelength in air, and the depth of
focus spreads [ be / under / air / comparing / it ] about n times further. Moreover, in case the substrate is

moved along the predetermined direction, in order to pour the liquid along the move direction of the
substrate, in case a substrate is moved, it is filled by the hquid between the points and the front faces of
a substrate of the projection optical system. Moreover, when the foreign matter has adhered on the

substrate, the foreign matter which has adhered on the substrate is poured with the liquid, and last thing

is made.

Next, the 1st projection aligner by this invention illuminates a mask (R) with an exposure beam, and sets

it to the projection aligner which imprints the pattern ofthe mask (R) on a substrate (W) through a

projection optical system (PL). So that between the substrate stage (9 10) to which hold the substrate

(W) and it is made to move, and the points and the front faces of a substrate (W) of the optical element

(4) by the side of the substrate (W) of the projection optical system (PL) may be filled The liquid feeder

which supplies a predeteraiined liquid (7) along the predetermined direction through piping for supply

(21a) (5), It has the liquid recovery system (6) which collects the liquids (7) from the front face of the

substrate (W) through piping for eccrisis (23a, 23b) arranged so that it may face across the irradiation

field ofthe exposure beam in the predetermined direction with piping for the supply (21a). In case the

substrate stage (9 10) is driven and the substrate (W) is moved along the predetermined direction, supply
and recovery of the liquid (7) are performed.

According to the 1st projection aligner of this this invention, the 1st projection exposure method of this

invention can be enforced by using those piping.

Moreover, it is desirable to prepare piping (22a) for one pair of 2nd supplies of the arrangement which
rotated 180 degrees of one pair of the piping for supply (21a) and piping for eccrisis (23a, 23b)

substantially, and piping for eccrisis (24a, 24b). In this case, filling between the points and the front
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faces of a substrate (W) of the projection optical system (PL) with using one pair of latter piping with
the liquid (7), in case a substrate (W) is moved in the direction opposite to the predetermined direction

can be continued stably.

Moreover, when it is the scannmg exposure type exposed by the projection aligner carrying out the

synchronized drive of the substrate (W) to a mask (R) to the projection optical system (PL), as for the

predetermined direction, it is desirable that it is the scanning direction of the substrate at the time of
scanning exposure (W). In this case, it continues also during scanning exposure, filling between the

points and the front faces of a substrate (W) of the optical element (4) by the side of the substrate (W) of
the projection optical system (PL) can be continued with the liquid (7), and it can expose with high
precision and stably.

Moreover, it is desirable to prepare one pair or two pairs ofpiping for supply (27a) and piping for

eccrisis (29a, 29b) in the direction which intersects perpendicularly in the predetermined direction by the
arrangement corresponding to one pair of the piping for supply (21a) and piping for eccrisis (23a, 23b).
In this case, in case step movement ofthe substrate (W) is made to carry out in the direction which
intersects perpendicularly in the predetermined direction, filling between the points and the front faces
of a substrate (W) of the projection optical system (PL) with the liquid (7) can be continued.

Moreover, it is desirable to have the control system (14) which adjusts the amount of supply and the
amount ofrecoveries ofthe liquid (7) according to the traverse speed of the substrate stage. That is, for
example, when the traverse speed is quick, the amount of supply can be made to be able to increase, and
the liquid can be filled with lessening the amount of supply, when the traverse speed is slow uniformly

[ between the points and the front faces of a substrate (W) of the projection optical system (PL) ]

without futility.

Moreover, the liquid (7) supplied to the front face of the substrate (W) is the pure water adjusted to

predeteraiined temperature as an example, or a fluorine system inactive liquid. In this case, in for

example, a semiconductor plant, the acquisition is easy for pure water, and it is satisfactory also in

environment. Moreover, since the temperature control of the liquid (7) is carried out, the temperature
control on the front face of a substrate can be perfomied, and the thermal expansion of the substrate (W)
by the heat produced during exposure can be prevented. Although the liquid naturally has the desirable

one where the permeability to an exposure beam is higher, since the working distance of a projection

optical system is short also at a low case, the absorbed dose of an exposure beam has very little

permeability.

Next, the manufacture method of the projection aligner by this invention The illumination system (1)
which irradiates an exposure beam at a mask (R), and the projection optical system which imprints the
image of the pattern of the mask on a substrate (W) (PL), So that between the substrate stage (9 10) to

which hold the substrate (W) and it is made to move, and the points and the front faces of a substrate

(W) of the optical element (4) by the side of the substrate (W) of the projection optical system (PL) may
be filled The liquid feeder which supplies a predetermined liquid (7) along the predeteraiined direction

through piping for supply (21a) (5), So that it may face across the irradiation field (4) of the exposure
beam in the predetermined direction with piping for the supply (21a) It finishes setting up the liquid

recovery system (6) which collects the liquids (7) from the front face of the substrate (W) through
arranged piping for eccrisis (23a, 23b) by the position relation, and a projection aligner is manufactured.
Moreover, the manufacture method of the 1st device by this invention It is the manufacture method ofa
device using the 1st projection exposure method of this invention. Illuminate a mask (R) with an
exposure beam and the exposure process which imprints the pattern of the mask (R) on the substrate for

the devices (W) through a projection optical system (PL) is included. In case a substrate (W) is moved
along the predetermined direction in this exposure process, so that between the points and the front faces
of a substrate (W) of the optical element (4) by the side of the substrate (W) of the projection optical

system (PL) may be filled A predetermined liquid (7) is poured along the move direction of the substrate

(W), an immersion method is applied, and a highly efficient device can be manufactured.
Next, the 2nd projection exposure method by this invention illuminates a mask (R) with an exposure
beam, and it changes the direction which pours the liquid according to the move direction of the
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substrate while it pours a liquid (7) so that between the projection optical system and its substrate may
be filled with the exposure beam in the projection exposure method which exposes a substrate (W)
through a projection optical system (PL).

Since according to the 2nd projection exposure method of this this invention an immersion method is

appHed and between a projection optical system (PL) and substrates (W) is filled with the liquid,-izing

of the wavelength ofthe exposure light in a substrate firont face can be carried out [ short wavelength ]

1/n time (n is the refi-active index of a liquid) of the wavelength in air, and the depth of focus spreads

[ be / under / air / comparing / it ] about n times fiuther. Moreover, even if it is the case where the move
direction of the substrate changes fi-equently by changing the direction which pours the liquid according

to the move direction of the substrate, the liquid can be filled between the projection optical system and
its substrate.

Moreover, when the speed of supply of the liquid (7) is divided into the 1st component of the move
direction of the substrate, and the 2nd component which intersects perpendicularly in the move direction

and the 1st component is the move direction and retrose of the substrate (W), it is desirable to pour the

liquid (7) so that it may become a size below a predetermined allowed value. By this, since the velocity

compoment of the move direction of the substrate (W) and the liquid of a retrose becomes small, a

liquid can be supplied smoothly.

Moreover, it is more desirable to pour the liquid (7) to the same direction almost along the move
direction of the substrate (W),

Moreover, when the substrate (W) is exposed by step-and-repeat method or step - and - scanning
method, it is desirable to pour the liquid (7) almost along the direction of stepping of the substrate (W).
Moreover, while the mask (R) and its substrate (W) are displaced relatively to the exposure beam,
respectively and carrying out scanning exposure of the substrate with the exposure beam, it is desirable

during the scanning exposure to pour the liquid (7) ahnost along with the scanning direction of the

substrate.

Moreover, it is desirable to adjust the flow rate of the liquid (7) according to the traverse speed of the
substrate (W).

Next, using the 2nd projection exposure method of this invention, including the lithography process
which has the process which imprints a device pattern on a substrate (W), an inmiersion method is

applied and the manufacture method ofthe 2nd device by this invention can manufacture a highly
efficient device.

Next, the 2nd projection aligner by this invention illuminates a mask (R) with an exposure beam, and it

is equipped with the liquid feeder (5) to which the direction which pours the liquid according to the

move direction of the substrate is changed while it pours a liquid (7) so that between the projection

optical system and its substrate may be filled with the exposure beam in the projection aligner exposed
on a substrate (W) through a projection optical system (PL).

According to the 2nd projection aligner ofthis this invention, the 2nd projection exposure method of this

invention can be enforced, and even if it is the case where the move direction of the substrate changes
fi-equently, the liquid can be filled between the projection optical system and its substrate.

Moreover, it has further the stage system (RST, 9-11) displaced relatively in the mask (R) and its

substrate (W), respectively to the exposure beam, and, as for the liquid feeder (5), it is desirable during

scanning exposure of the substrate to pour the Hquid (7) almost along the move direction ofthe
substrate.

Moreover, it is desirable to have fiirther the liquid recovery system (6) which collects the liquids (7)

supplied between the projection optical system (PL) and its substrate (W).

Moreover, as for the feed hopper (21a) and the recovery mouth of a liquid recovery system (6) (23a,

23b) of the liquid feeder (5), it is desirable to be arranged across the irradiation field of the exposure
beam.

The best gestalt for inventing With reference to drawing 1 - drawing 4 , it explains per example of the

gestalt of suitable operation of this invention hereafter. This example applies this invention, when
exposing by the projection aligner of a step-and-repeat method.
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DrawingJ shows the outline composition of the projection aligner of this example, and the exposure
light IL which consists of ultraviolet pulsed light with a wavelength of248nm injected from the lighting
optical system 1 containing the KrF excimer laser as the exposure light source, an optical integrator
(homogenizer), a field diaphragm, a condensing lens, etc. illuminates the pattem prepared in Reticle R in

this drawing 1 . the pattem of Reticle R - a both-sides (or WaferW side one side) tele cent -- reduction
projection is carried out to the exposure field on the waferW with which the photoresist was applied
through the rucksack projection optical system PL for the predetermined projection scale factor beta
(beta is 1/4, and 1 / 5 grades) In addition, as an exposure light IL, you may use ArF excimer laser light
(wavelength of 193nm), F2 laser beam (wavelength of 157nm), i line (wavelength of365nm) of a
mercury lamp, etc. The Z-axis is taken in parallel with the optical axis AX of a projection optical system
PL hereafter, a Y-axis is taken at right angles to the space of drawdn^.l within a flat surface
perpendicular to the Z-axis, and the X-axis is taken and explained in parallel with the space of drawing

R.eticle R is held on a reticle stage RST, and the mechanism which moves Reticle R slightly to the
direction'ofX, the direction ofY, and a hand of cut is included in the reticle stage RST. The two-
dimensional position of a reticle stage RST and an angle ofrotation are measured by real time with a
laser interferometer (un-illustrating), and the main-control system 14 positions Reticle R based on this
measurement value.

On the other hand, Wafer W is being fixed on Z stage 9 which controls the focal position (position of a
Z direction) and tilt angle of WaferW through a wafer electrode holder (un-illustrating). Z stage 9 is

fixed on the image surface ofa projection optical system PL, and X-Y stage 10 which moves along with
parallel XY flat surface substantially, and X-Y stage 10 is laid on the base 1 1. Z stage 9 controls the
focal position (position of a Z direction) of Wafer W, and a tilt angle, doubles the front face on Wafer W
with the image surface of a projection optical system PL by the autofocus method and the auto leveling
method, and, as for X-Y stage 10, performs positioning ofthe direction ofX of Wafer W, and the
direction of Y. The two-dimensional position ofZ stage 9 (wafer W) and the angle ofrotation are
measured by real time with the laser interferometer 13 as a position of the move mirror 12. Based on this
measurement result, control information is sent to the wafer stage drive system 15 from the main-control
system 14, and the wafer stage drive system 15 controls operation ofZ stage 9 and X-Y stage 10 based
on this. At the time of exposure, step movement of each shot field on WaferW is carried out one by one
in an exposure position, and operation which exposes the pattem image ofReticle R is repeated by the
step-and-repeat method.

Now, in this example, while shortening exposure wavelength substantially and improving resolution, the
depth of focus applies an immersion method, in order to make it large substantially. Therefore, while
imprinting the pattem image of Reticle R on WaferW at least, the predetermined liquid 7 is filled

between the front face ofWafer W, and the apical surface (inferior surface of tongue) of the lens 4 by
the side of the wafer of a projection optical system PL. The projection optical system PL has the lens-
barrel 3 which contains other optical system, and its lens 4, and it is constituted so that a liquid 7 may
contact only a lens 4. The corrosion of the lens-barrel 3 which consists of a metal etc. is prevented by
this.

In addition, a projection optical system PL consists oftwo or more optical elements containing a lens 4,
and the lens 4 is being fixed to the bottom of a lens-barrel 3 free [ attachment and detachment
(exchange) ]. Although it is the closest to Wafer W, namely, the optical element in contact with a liquid

7 is used as the lens in this example, the optical element may be optical plates (plane-parallel plate etc.)
which it is not restricted to a lens and used for the optical property of a projection optical system PL, for
example, adjustment of aberration (spherical aberration, comatic aberration, etc.). Moreover, since the
front face of the optical element which originates in adhesion ofthe impurity in the scattering particle
generated from a resist or a liquid 7 etc., and contacts a liquid 7 by irradiation of exposure light becomes
dirty, it is necessary to exchange the optical element periodically. However, the cost of the substitute
part is high in the optical element in contact with a liquid 7 being a lens, and the time which exchange
takes becomes long, and elevation of a maintenance cost (running cost) and the fall of a throughput are
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caused, Then, be made to let the optical element in contact with a liquid 7 be a plane-parallel plate

cheaper than a lens 4. in this case, the case where the optical element in contact with a liquid 7 is used as
a lens that what is necessary is just to exchange the plane-parallel plate just before supplying a liquid 7,

even if the matter (for example, silicon system organic substance etc.) to which the permeability of a

projection optical system PL, the illuminance of the exposure light on Wafer W, the homogeneity of an
illumination distribution, etc. are reduced in the time of conveyance of a projection aligner, assembly,

and adjustment etc. adheres to the plane-parallel plate ~ comparing - the exchange cost - low - * -
there is

Moreover, by this example, pure water is used as a liquid 7. Pure water has an advantage without the bad
influence to a photoresist, an optical lens, etc. on a wafer while being able to come to hand in large

quantities easily by the semiconductor plant etc. Moreover, while pure water does not have a bad
influence to environment, for a low reason, the content of an impurity can also expect extremely the

operation which washes the front face of a wafer, and the front face of a lens 4.

And since the refractive index n of the pure water(water) to the exposure light whose wavelength is

about 250nm is about 1.4, wavelength of248nm ofKrF excimer laser light is short-wavelength-ized by
1/n, i.e., about 177nm, on Wafer W, and high resolution is obtained. Furthermore, when what is

necessary is just to be able to secure the depth of focus of the same grade as the case where it is used in

air since the depth of focus is expanded [ be / under / air / comparing / it ] to about n times, i.e., about
1 .4 times, it can make the numerical aperture ofa projection optical system PL increase more, and its

resolution improves also at this point.

Through a predetermined exhaust nozzle etc., on Wafer W, the liquid 7 is supplied by the liquid feeder 5
which consists of the tank of the liquid, a booster pump, a temperature controller, etc., where a

temperature control is carried out, and it is recovered from on Wafer W through a predetemiined inflow
nozzle etc. by the liquid recovery system 6 which consists of a tank, a suction pump, etc. of the liquid.

The temperature of a hquid 7 is set up to the same extent as the temperature in the chamber by which the

projection aligner ofthis example is contained. And exhaust nozzle 21a to which the point became thin,

and two inflow nozzles 23a and 23b (refer to drawing 2 ) to which the point became large are arranged
so that the point of the lens 4 of a projection optical system PL may be pinched in the direction of X,
exhaust nozzle 21a is connected to the liquid feeder 5 through a supply pipe 21, and the inflow nozzles
23a and 23b are connected to the liquid recovery system 6 through tiie recovery pipe 23.
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* NOTICES

Japan Patent 0££ice is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] In the projection exposure method which illuminates a mask with an exposure beam and
imprints the pattem of the aforementioned mask on a substrate through a projection optical system The
projection exposure method characterized by to pour a predetermined liquid along the move direction of
the aforementioned substrate so that between the point ofthe optical element by the side of the

aforementioned substrate of the aforementioned projection optical system and the front faces of the

aforementioned substrate may be filled in case the aforementioned substrate is moved along the

predetermined direction.

[Claim 2] In the projection aligner which illuminates a mask with an exposure beam and imprints the

pattem of the aforementioned mask on a substrate through a projection optical system So that between
the substrate stage to which hold the aforementioned substrate and it is made to move, and the points of
the optical element by the side of the aforementioned substrate of the aforementioned projection optical

system and the front faces of the aforementioned substrate may be filled The liquid feeder which
supplies a predetermined liquid along the predetermined direction through piping for supply, The liquid

recovery system which collects the aforementioned liquids from the front face of the aforementioned

substrate through piping for discharge arranged so that it may face across the irradiation field of the
aforementioned exposure beam in the aforementioned predetermined direction with piping for the

aforementioned supply. It ***. Projection aligner characterized by performing supply and recovery of

the aforementioned liquid in case the aforementioned substrate stage is driven and the aforementioned

substrate is moved along the aforementioned predetermined direction.

[Claim 3] It is the projection aligner of claim 2 publication. Projection aligner characterized by
preparing piping for one pair of2nd supplies ofthe arrangement which rotated the one aforementioned

pair ofpiping for supply and 180 degrees of piping for discharge substantially, and piping for discharge.

[Claim 4] It is a projection aligner a claim 2 or given in three. It is the projection aligner which the

aforementioned projection aligner is a scanning exposure type exposed by carrying out the synchronized

drive of a mask and the substrate to the aforementioned projection optical system, and is characterized

by the aforementioned predetermined direction being a scanning direction of the aforementioned

substrate at the time of scanning exposure.

[Claim 5] It is a projection aligner claims 2 and 3 or given in four. Projection aligner characterized by
preparing piping for one pair or two pairs which were reversed mutually of supplies, and piping for

eccrisis in the direction which intersects perpendicularly in the aforementioned predetermined direction

by the arrangement corresponding to the one aforementioned pair of piping for supply, and piping for

eccrisis.

[Claim 6] It is the projection aligner of a claim 2-5 given in any 1 term. Projection exposure neglect

characterized by having the control system which adjusts the amount of supply and the amount of
recoveries of the aforementioned hquid according to the traverse speed of the aforementioned substrate

stage.

[Claim 7] It is the projection aligner of a claim 2-6 given in any 1 term. The aforementioned liquid
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supplied to the front face of the aforementioned substrate is the pure water adjusted to predetermined
temperature, or a projection aligner characterized by being a fluorine system inactive liquid.

[Claim 8] The illumination system which irradiates an exposure beam at a mask, and the projection
optical system which imprints the image of the pattern of the aforementioned mask on a substrate, So
that between the substrate stage to which hold the aforementioned substrate and it is made to move, and
the points of the optical element by the side ofthe aforementioned substrate of the aforementioned
projection optical system and the front faces of the aforementioned substrate may be filled The liquid

feeder which supplies a predetermined liquid along the predetemiined direction through piping for

supply, The manufacture method of the projection aligner characterized by finishing by the position
relation setting up the liquid recovery system which collects the aforementioned liquids from the front
face of the aforementioned substrate through piping for eccrisis arranged so that it may face across the
irradiation field of the aforementioned exposure beam in the aforementioned predetermined direction
with piping for the aforementioned supply.

[Claim 9] Are the manufacture method of a device using the projection exposure method of claim 1

publication, illuminate a mask with an exposure beam, and the pattern of the aforementioned mask is set

at this exposure process including the exposure process imprinted on a substrate through a projection
optical system. The manufacture method of the device characterized by pouring a predetermined liquid
along the move direction of the aforementioned substrate so that between the point of the optical
element by the side ofthe aforementioned substrate of the aforementioned projection optical system and
the front faces of the aforementioned substrate may be filled in case the aforementioned substrate is

moved along the predetermined direction.

[Claim 10] In the projection exposure method which illuminates a mask with an exposure beam and
exposes a substrate with the aforementioned exposure beam through a projection optical system The
projection exposure method characterized by changing the direction which pours the aforementioned
liquid according to the move direction ofthe aforementioned substrate while pouring a liquid so that
between the aforementioned projection optical system and the aforementioned substrates may be filled.

[Claim 1 1] It is the projection exposure method of claim 10 publication. It is the projection exposure
method characterized by pouring the aforementioned liquid so that it may become a size below a
predetermined allowed value, when the speed of supply ofthe aforementioned liquid is divided into the
1st component of the move direction of the aforementioned substrate, and the 2nd component which
intersects perpendicularly in this move direction and the 1st component of the above is the move
direction and opposite direction ofthe aforementioned substrate.

[Claim 12] It is the projection exposure method of claim 10 publication. The projection exposure
method characterized by pouring the aforementioned liquid to the same direction almost along the move
direction of the aforementioned substrate.

[Claim 13] It is the projection exposure method of claim 12 publication. The aforementioned substrate is

the projection exposure method characterized by being exposed by step-and-repeat method or step - and
- scanning method, and pouring the aforementioned liquid almost along the direction of stepping of the
aforementioned substrate.

[Claim 14] It is the projection exposure method a claim 12 or given in 13. The projection exposure
method of carrying out pouring the aforementioned liquid almost along with the scanning direction of
the aforementioned substrate during the aforementioned scanning exposure as the feature while the

aforementioned mask and the aforementioned substrate are displaced relatively to the aforementioned
exposure beam, respectively and carrying out scanning exposure of the aforementioned substrate with
the aforementioned exposure beam.
[Claim 15] It is the projection exposure method of a claim 10-14 given in any 1 term. The projection
exposure method characterized by adjusting the flow rate of the aforementioned liquid according to the
traverse speed ofthe aforementioned substrate.

[Claim 16] The manufacture method of the device characterized by including the lithography process
which has the process which imprints a device pattern on a substrate using the projection exposure
method of a claim 10-15 given in any 1 term.
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[Claim 17] In the projection aligner which illuminates a mask with an exposure beam and is imprinted

on a substrate with the aforementioned exposure beam through a projection optical system The

projection exposure method characterized by having the liquid feeder to which the direction which pours

the aforementioned liquid according to the move direction of the aforementioned substrate is changed
j

while pouring the liquid so that between the aforementioned projection optical system and the

aforementioned substrates might be filled.

[Claim 18] It is the projection aligner of claim 17 publication. It is the projection aligner characterized

by the aforementioned liquid feeder pouring the aforementioned liquid so that it may become a size

below a predetermined allowed value, when the 1st component of the above is the move direction and

opposite direction of the aforementioned substrate when the speed of supply of the aforementioned

liquid is divided into the 1st component of the move direction of the aforementioned substrate, and the

2nd component which intersects perpendicularly in this move direction.

[Claim 19] It is the projection aligner of claim 18 publication. It is the projection aligner which the

aforementioned substrate is exposed by step-and-repeat method or step - and - scanning method, and is

characterized by the aforementioned liquid feeder pouring the aforementioned liquid abnost along the

direction of stepping of the aforementioned substrate.

[Claim 20] It is the projection aligner of a claim 17-19 given in any 1 term. It is the projection aligner

which is further equipped with the stage system displaced relatively in the aforementioned mask and the

aforementioned substrate to the aforementioned exposure beam, respectively, and is characterized by the

aforementioned liquid feeder pouring the aforementioned liquid almost along the move direction of the

aforementioned substrate during scanning exposure ofthe aforementioned substrate.

[Claim 21] It is the projection aligner of a claim 17-20 given in any 1 term. Projection aligner

characterized by having further the liquid recovery system which collects the liquids supplied between

the aforementioned projection optical system and the aforementioned substrate.

[Claim 22] It is the projection aligner of claim 21 publication. The feed hopper of the aforementioned

liquid feeder and the recovery mouth of the aforementioned liquid recovery system are a projection

aligner characterized by being arranged across the irradiation field of the aforementioned exposure

beam.

[Translation done.]
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